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Mysterious Millionaire found dead 

LONG ISLAND, New York - Millionaire Jay Gatsby has been found shot dead in his mansion in West 
Egg on Wednesday afternoon. Police arrived at the crime scene immediately, finding Gatsby in a red 
coloured pool as well as a garage owner George Wilson, which has too, been shot on his property 
with the murder weapon nearby. After identifying these bodies, autopsy has been made, which 
showed that Gatsby was not aware he was being shot and his gun wound was to the upper left back 
below the shoulder. Wilson on the other hand, was shot below the chin. Police theorize this was 
murder-suicide enquiry.  

Jay Gatsby was a self-made businessman, owning a mansion in West Egg. His well-known parties 
have been taking place every weekend with thousands of wealthy people attending. After 
interviewing his neighbour, Nick Carraway, recalled the event in the statement saying “ On the day 
Gatsby was shot, the chauffeur told me he heard two-gun shots, however he didn’t think anything of 
it, thinking that either Gatsby accidentally dropped something or there were fireworks being shot. I 
told him to wait for me, I was anxious and fearing the worst, my heart was pumping so rapidly I 
could hear my own heartbeat. As I arrived at Gatsby’s house, me, the Gardener, butler, and 
chauffeur went straight to the back garden, there we found Gatsby dead in his pool and George 
Wilson was nearby covered in his own bool of blood.” 

Some sources say that George Wilson became suicidal after his wife, Myrtle Wilson has been 
murdered by car, however the murderer was not been officially found. Witnesses claimed a yellow 
car hit Ms. Wilson on Monday evening. Police found an identical yellow car on Gatsby’s property 
with shattered glass and blood stains. Other sources speculate Gatsby, on the night of Ms. Wilson’s 
death, has been driving on the influence of drugs, however this theory has been ruled out, since no 
drugs have been drug residues have been found anywhere. Police is still not sure who was 
responsible for this murder. 

The funeral of Jay Gatsby will be held on the September 3rd at 12 p.m. in Gatsby’s home 

 


